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ABSTRACT This paper comprises two studies; the first one provides an advanced and low-cost imple-
mentation for a remote astronomical platform applicable to small and medium-sized telescopes. It has been
carried out for the 14-inch observatory, which includes a CelestronGerman Equatorial (CGE) telescope at the
Kottamia astronomical observatory (KAO) in Egypt. This integrated control system is based on embedded
systems, internet of things (IoT) technology, row packets communication procedure, and the Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) based on the Internet Protocol (IP). Using this platform, remote astronomers could
control the whole system, observe, receive images and view them efficiently and safely without any human
physical intervention. The proposed design has been achieved without dependence on commercial control
kits or software. Indeed, many previous studies have focused on this field; however, their area of interest
was limited or non-affordable. The excellence in this practical research is revealed and compared with
others in terms of cost, inclusiveness, and communication speed. The other contribution of this research
is to enhance the performance of the telescope pointing and tracking to be adapted with remote action. It has
been achieved based on the mathematical model of the telescope where two fractional controllers have been
applied, tilt integral-derivative (TID) and integral derivative-tilted (ID-T) controllers. After that, they have
been optimized using a recent optimization algorithm called the peafowl optimization algorithm (POA) and
compared with one of the well-known algorithms, particle swarm optimization (PSO). Simulation results
under the MATLAB/SIMULINK environment reveal that modified ID-T-based POA has minimized the
pointing error sharply. Moreover, compared with previous studies, it has significantly improved the telescope
system characteristics represented in overshoot, settling, and rising periods.

20 INDEX TERMS Remote telescope, integral derivative-tilted controller, peafowl optimization algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION21

A stronomers and astrophysicists from ancient to now are22

interested in sky objects observation, such as stars, plan-23

ets, and galaxies translating observed images into discov-24

eries [1] and data that analyze the universe’s construction25

and our location inside it [2]. The astronomical observa-26

tion is performed inside an observatory that comprises a27

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was R. K. Tripathy .

telescope, a dome, an image detector, and a weather sta- 28

tion [3]. The optical telescopes gather emitted light from 29

visible sky objects then concentrate it using mirrors [4]. 30

Thus, optical observatories are consistently located at distant 31

sites to offer better seeing, less atmospheric water vapor, 32

and reduced light pollution [5]. Therefore, the attitude of 33

developing telescopes to run remotely has grown exponen- 34

tially to enable astronomers to perform observation from 35

anywhere, avoiding traveling efforts toward the telescope’s 36

physical site. 37
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Remote observation embeds the aspects of traditional38

observation such as checking the weather, opening dome39

enclosure, pointing the telescope, setting exposure time,40

and storing data; however, it is performed over the internet41

with the priority of protecting the telescope equipment [6].42

Furthermore, it reduces the downtime of the observatory,43

minimizes the telescope setting up stress [7], decreases the44

operation cost, and the number of personnel required [8].45

Moreover, It plays amore critical role in international projects46

in astronomical scientific research [9], and it is considered an47

easy tool for astronomy education at different levels [10].48

Regarding the telescope performance, pointing and track-49

ing accuracy is crucial in observing desired targets in the50

sky [11]. Moreover, excellent performance is essential to51

take advantage of remote telescope [12]. This could be52

achieved using intelligent controllers with advanced opti-53

mization techniques. Thus, fractional-order (FO) controllers54

like tilt integral-derivative (TID) and integral derivative-tilted55

(ID-T) will be utilized upon the telescope model using the56

MATLAB environment to minimize the error among desired57

and reference signals. Subsequently, optimization techniques58

based on artificial intelligence; peafowl optimization algo-59

rithm (POA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO), will be60

the tool for acquiring optimal values of the controller’s gains.61

A. LITERATURE REVIEW62

Over recent years, remote control technology and sensors63

have continually evolved and advanced, giving the facility for64

remote observing development [13]. Because of the design of65

small and medium-sized observatories not supporting remote66

operation [14], several attempts have been implemented to67

upgrade them to run remotely at low cost. For instant, Lowa68

robotic observatory is considered the first operation of remote69

observation in the 1990s [15]. In Spain, the 0.25-meter tele-70

scope has been developed to observe remotely in real-time71

mode [16] and the Vixen equatorial telescope in Japan has72

been modified to be operated via the internet [9]. Moreover,73

the Koreans have converted their telescope into robotic using74

an embedded controller [17]. Required developments have75

been carried out for the MEADE-LX850 telescope to run76

remotely [18].77

In deed, the earlier developers have utilized commercial78

software in remote operation, gathering weather data, and79

setting up the telescope. In addition, they have not achieved80

a proper alignment which is essential at startup to gain total81

control of the telescope, as well as the observatory does not82

make a decision automatically whether or not to open the83

dome based on themeasurements, which is considered a great84

risk. Another theoretical analysis has produced in [19] and85

has focused on dome automation and protection from bad86

weather conditions; although this study provided a low-cost87

platform compared to commercial kits, it has not been imple-88

mented practically.89

The CGE telescope comprises two direct currents (DC)90

motor drivers that are responsible for pointing it in right91

ascension (RA) from east to west and declination (DEC)92

from north to south. The mathematical model of the tele- 93

scope is based on a set of dynamic equations with nonlinear 94

coupled differential equations that contain different terms for 95

moments of inertia, a centrifugal and Coriolis, and a frictional 96

term. It also includes a gravity term; however, it tends to zero 97

in case of accurate telescope balance [20]. 98

Studies have been interested in how to force the telescope 99

to accelerate its motors at a suitable velocity for reaching 100

the selected target in the desired position by controlling the 101

telescope’s joint torque. Thus, several controllers have been 102

applied to keep the telescope pointing in reference trajectory 103

with minimum error using different optimization techniques 104

based on artificial intelligence. Based on previous research, 105

the main conclusion is that the fuzzy logic control (FLC) 106

strategies have provided moderate performance. However, 107

FLC has flaws in terms of the rise time (Rs) and the settling 108

time (Ts), which are not accepted in the case of robotic 109

operation. 110

As shown in Table 1, FLC has been applied and optimized 111

by a genetic algorithm (GA); even though the Rs was suit- 112

able, it produced an unacceptable overshoot (Osh) [20]. The 113

response with Osh is an impermissible issue due to the use of 114

a fixed charge-coupled device camera (CCD) on the telescope 115

while tracking a sky object [21]. Moreover, although FLC 116

that PSO drives have provided better performance according 117

to previous techniques followed by proportional–integral– 118

derivative (PID) controller tuned from FLC, they are not 119

sufficient as the Rs was inappropriate in case of remote 120

operation [22]. Furthermore, in the face of system uncer- 121

tainties, conventional proportional–derivative (PD) and PID 122

controllers have some difficulty as their defects of high Osh 123

and Rs are inappropriate. 124

TABLE 1. Characteristics survey of past research.

B. CHALLENGES 125

Since the design of small and medium-sized observatories 126

does not support remote operation [14], the modification 127

requires extra hardware and software to overcome the absence 128

of the human attendance [23]. The dome is represented the 129

main obstacle toward remote operation as a reason for its 130

manual operation in rotation and shutters handling [24]. 131

In addition, the telescope itself always requires a set up 132

before any observation using its hand control (HC), and 133

the focus which has a great impact in image quality [25] 134

is adjusted under watch without any physical limitations. 135

Beginning with the hardware, it should be a robust control 136

system, including a suitable controller, various sensors, and a 137
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monitoring system. Moreover, the software interface should138

provide rapid response, automatic decision making, and sev-139

eral modes of operation. Finally, extra sensors, encoders, and140

devices like a weather station, monitoring system, and remote141

power unit should be installed in the observatory. Concerning142

the software interface, small and medium-sized telescopes143

depend on commercial products protected by a trademark; as144

a result, their accessories and programs are only compatible145

with Windows, which is not an open-source operating sys-146

tem [18]. Besides, the wireless operation often utilizes Team147

Viewer or other visual network computers (VNC) programs148

that require a highly stable network bandwidth unavailable149

in high-altitude observatories. In addition, it has a critical150

defect in data transfer delay as it transfers all events from a151

remote computer to a local one. Secure Shell (SSH) software152

is widely used in remote operation over Linux operating153

systems; nevertheless, it has a complexity in the command154

line, which user is often unfamiliar with it [26]. These factors155

complicate designing one graphical user interface, which156

makes the interface robust and communicated. The solution157

to overcome these restrictions is to write a complete code that158

manages the telescope and instruments.159

Following modification of the telescope efficiency dur-160

ing pointing, the major challenge is selecting an efficient161

controller and extracting optimal gains using advanced opti-162

mization techniques. As mentioned before, astronomical163

observation requires precision parameters during observing164

via minimizing the error between desired and set positions of165

the sky coordinates. Therefore, the utilized controller should166

include superior characteristics in terms of its structure and167

tuning in order to achieve a minimum error besides eliminat-168

ing Osh with less Rs and Ts at the same time.169

C. MOTIVATION170

A preliminary study concerning transferring traditional tele-171

scopes to run remotely efficiently with affordable cost has172

flaws in terms of comprehensiveness and expense. Moreover,173

it is noteworthy that developers mostly interested in modify-174

ing just one item of the observatory, such as the telescopes,175

the dome, or the wireless communication tool. Furthermore,176

they frequently rely on costly commercial automation kits177

and programs. These defects provided a motivation to design178

and implement an observatory serviced remote facility beside179

keeping the cost affordable. It is an obvious fact that design-180

ing a remote control system for astronomical observation181

without the use of commercial control systems and software182

eliminates expensive budgets involved with the possibility for183

modification.184

It has been noted that substantial past studies on enhancing185

the telescope performance in pointing had yielded limited186

benefits. FLC and conventional controllers, which have been187

optimized using different artificial intelligence techniques,188

have produced either overshoot or long rise time. These two189

factors are impermissible in the case of remote observation190

that requires a telescope with high-performance [6]. More-191

over, these flaws prevent the anticipated advantage of remote192

telescope from being realized, so it has been decided to use 193

a sophisticated controller to achieve the most satisfactory 194

outcomes. The authors intend to modify the CGE controller 195

in the future; therefore, the theoretical study is necessary to 196

decide which controller will provide the best response. 197

D. CONTRIBUTION AND PAPER ORGANIZATION 198

This practical study includes creating a complete control sys- 199

tem for the telescope, the dome, the camera, the focus system, 200

and associated devices. It covers all aspects of observation 201

with self-protection against natural hazards, faults, and inter- 202

ruptions. Furthermore, no commercial kits or software have 203

been used, and as a result, the cost was overly small compared 204

to commercial systems and previous research. Moreover, 205

remote access is designed based on the Transmission Con- 206

trol Protocol and the Internet Protocol (TCP-IP) client-server 207

socket, which perfectly offers numerous utilities that enhance 208

the performance and security of accessing and transferring 209

data between the server and clients [27]. 210

The another contribution in this paper is involved in apply- 211

ing the fractional TID and ID-T controllers. FO controllers 212

such as TID and ID-T have proliferated due to their flexi- 213

bility in designing and stability, particularly with dynamical 214

systems [28]. They include extra tuning parameters compared 215

with conventional PID controller, which reduces processing 216

in optimum parameters demonstration [29]. FO controllers 217

are distinguished with more expanded freedom in tuning for 218

system stabilizing, so researchers have a great interest in 219

such controllers [30]. Moreover, the TID family is poten- 220

tially one of the best FO controllers as it has a robustness 221

in estimating the parameters of a system with a closed-loop 222

enhancing the system response [31]. As well as, gains tuning 223

is performed using different optimization techniques such as 224

POA and PSO. The POA technique replicates the peafowls 225

swarm behavior in their foraging, chasing, and courtship, 226

where a triple group of peafowls (i.e., peafowl cubs, pea- 227

cocks, and peahens) emulate the behaviors of dynamic swarm 228

and hierarchy in food searching. It is considered an efficient 229

exploratory searching operator and adaptive searching as 230

well [32]. Simulation results and comparison diagrams imply 231

that the response characteristics of the pointing position have 232

been enhanced by minimizing the times of overshoot, rising, 233

and settling. 234

The outlines starts with the introduction and followed by 235

the construction and operation of the 14-inch observatory. 236

After that, the automation process is revealed separately for 237

each device and remote operation preparation. The section 238

after that summarizes the overall control system, while the 239

graphical user interface section comes after. Subsequently, 240

the CGE telescope model and proposed controller are pre- 241

sented. The next section is the results with discussion and 242

finally, a conclusion is provided. 243

II. SPECIFICATION OF THE 14-INCH OBSERVATORY 244

This section provides a detailed description of 245

the 14-inch observatory before any modification when 246
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FIGURE 1. The 14-inch CGE telescope.

the observer was unable to perform the observation247

remotely.248

A. THE 14-INCH CGE TELESCOPE249

The 14-inch CGE telescope is located at the Kottamia obser-250

vatory at a latitude of 29◦ 55’ 48’’ North and a longitude of251

31◦ 49’ 30’’ East; height = 476 meters, about 70-kilo meters252

east of Cairo city [33]. Its optics is a Schmidt-Cassegrain253

designed with enhanced coatings for the primary mirror and254

the secondary to maximize the reflectivity. The telescope255

focal length is 3910 mm and focal ratio of F/11 with alu-256

minum tube, while the mount is a computerized German257

equatorial type, as shown in Fig. 1 [34]. The driving system258

of the telescope depends on two DCmotors working together259

to point and track sky objects based on integrated optical260

encoders with 0.11 arc second resolution [21]. It contains261

a control panel with three registered jacks (RJ) ports; RJ-262

45 for RA, DEC, and auto guider with two RJ-22 sockets263

for global positioning system (GPS) and HC. There are two264

built-in limit switches for themount home position. TheHC is265

a double-line, 16-character liquid crystal display (LCD); it is266

to control themount and attachedGPSmanually. There is also267

a Recommended Standard-232 (RS-232) port located on the268

bottom of the HC for the computer communication [34]. The269

focus mechanism depends on adjusting the distance between270

the two mirrors by moving the primary mirror over a baffle271

tube. This motion is achieved via a bipolar stepper motor272

with a hand set (HS) to adjust the focus manually using273

two buttons in two directions. This HS is connected to the274

computer via the Universal Serial Bus (USB2) protocol to275

adjust focus computationally by commercial software named276

Micro Touch [35].277

FIGURE 2. The 14-inch Ash dome.

B. ASTRONOMICAL DOME 278

The astronomical dome is the enclosure of the telescope 279

and attached devices inside the observatory; it is necessary 280

to protect them from the horrible weather conditions [36]. 281

The 14-inch telescope dome is a hemisphere steel Ash-dome 282

shown in Fig. 2 with approximately 5 meters in diameter 283

and located upon a concrete wall. Dome rotation is driven 284

via a three-phase, 1370 rpm, and 0.37 KW induction motor. 285

This motor is fixed on the concrete wall and driven through 286

a variable frequency drive to control the rotation speed. The 287

mechanical motion is transferred from the motor to the dome 288

through a circular iron gear fixed with the dome. The dome 289

often includes an upper and a bottom shutters to form a 290

dome slit providing a viewing aperture for the telescope 291

during observation, even during windy conditions. The upper 292

shutter is of the ‘‘up and over’’ and driven with a 200-watt 293

DC motor. Meanwhile, the bottom takes some cranking to 294

laterally raise and lower the shutter through a 600-watt single- 295

phase induction motor. The observer uses a selector switch to 296

rotate the dome left and right and push buttons to control the 297

shutters [37]. 298

C. IMAGING SYSTEM 299

The CCD camera is widely used in astronomy; it is an 300

integrated circuit consisting of a certain number of coupled 301

capacitors [18]. The utilized CCD camera is SBIG version 302

STX-16803 with 16 megapixels and a resolution of 4096 x 303

4096 pixels. It has two chips for imaging and guiding to 304

enable imaging and self-guiding simultaneously. Cooling 305

techniques are based on intelligent fans and connect with a 306

water cooling technique [38]. There is an SBIG FW7-STX 307

filter wheel equipped with the camera via the inter-integrated 308

circuit I2C protocol. It comprises 7-position, 50-millimeter 309
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square filters with an optical encoder for position centering.310

Digital interface is available within two different protocols,311

USB2 and Ethernet where imaging is performed under win-312

dow operating system via a commercial software named313

MaxIm-DL.314

III. AUTOMATION OF THE 14-INCH OBSERVATORY AND315

REMOTE OPERATION REHABILITATION316

Traditional astronomical observation starts with a weather317

condition check by either eye or a weather station. If it318

is valid, the observer opens the shutters, switches the light319

off, and then points the telescope toward a specified target320

in the sky. After that, he rotates the dome to keep its slit321

in front of the telescope direction, sets an exposure time322

for the CCD camera, and adjusts the focus. The telescope323

will track the observed object, which leads to changing its324

position, so the dome slit has to follow the new position to325

achieve dome synchronization. The sequence starts at the326

end of the night with parking the telescope and the dome,327

closing the shutters, and switching off all devices. In order328

to work toward an efficient remote observation with a robotic329

facility is a challenge as various aspects should be considered330

for unattended approach [26]. Moreover, it is prohibitively331

expensive to retrofit older control systems of the observato-332

ries to be operated remotely without direct human control [7].333

The remote control system which has to be designed to safely334

control the telescope, the dome, the CCD camera, and auxil-335

iary instruments [12].336

A. TELESCOPE CREATION337

As mentioned before, the observer has a choice to point the338

telescope manually using the HC buttons or via computer339

software as well. However, he cannot adjust the telescope340

effectively unless the setting up process is executed manually341

via the HC. Setting up the telescope involves two main pro-342

cesses; home position and alignment. Equatorial telescopes343

should be aligned for accurate pointing and tracking [39];344

otherwise, the coordinate values will not be meaningful [40].345

Moreover, it conflicts with remote telescope operations. For346

instant, the 14-inchMEADE telescope could not receive com-347

mands properly except when the telescope is in correct align-348

ment at startup, and it is not possible to be performed except349

via its HC directly using manual buttons [18]. The alignment350

step is achieved by pointing the telescope to two bright351

reference stars; however, the observed stars will be shifted352

from the center of the image frame. Therefore, the user has to353

center them manually and press the Align button on the HC.354

By using these steps, the telescope will calculate the pointing355

error and store it [41]. In order to overcome this problem,356

the key lies in the data transferred between the telescope357

mount and the HC; extracting these data packets will be the358

solution. In order to obtain these commands that responsible359

for setting up the telescope, reverse engineering has become360

the convenient solution for extracting the packets transferred361

among the HC and the telescope mount while setting up the362

telescope. It has been achieved by inserting a computer with363

TABLE 2. Home position packets description.

TABLE 3. Last alignment packets description.

a custom code between them for spying on serial packets for 364

commands and responses. Table 2 reveals the home position 365

acquired packets for commands and responses amongHC and 366

the mount. After analyzing them, it has appeared that packets 367

1 and 2 are sent to move the telescope in two directions; 368

RA and DEC, then packets 3 and 4 are continually sent with 369

a ‘‘00’’ response until the exchange to ‘‘ff.’’ This response 370

indicates that the telescope is at the home position parking. 371

Command format is as following: 0× 50 <message Length> 372

<destination Id> <message Id> <data1> <data2> <data3> 373

<response Bytes>, where <data13> are the message data 374

bytes and If there is empty data byte it must be represented 375

by zero, while <responseBytes> is the echo back’s byte num- 376

ber [42]. For instant if the hexadecimal PC command is to get 377

the HC version, the packet will be in this form; (0×50 0×01 378

0 × 11 0xfe 0 × 00 0 × 00 0 × 00 0 × 02) and the response 379

from the HC will be (0× 04 0× 03 0× 23) which is 04.03 in 380

decimal. 381

On the other hand, Table 3 displays acquired packets for 382

the alignment process. These packets set the telescope coordi- 383

nates to the last alignment correction values. The CGEwritten 384

software relies on a communication protocol regarding the 385

HC that instructs how to send commands to the telescope 386

and get a response; it does not include the setting up com- 387

mands. Talking to the mount is based on RS-232 serial com- 388

mands in row hexadecimal packets covering all HC operating 389

aspects [40] and has been executed by connecting a serial 390

cable between the HC and the computer. Furthermore, the 391

user could send raw commands to the telescope through a 392

custom graphical window. Eventually, the mentioned packets 393

will enable the observer to point the telescope efficiently 394

and read its position in a coordinate system based on motors 395

positions named setting circles. 396

The CGE telescope mount receives and sends coordinates 397

in two different coordinate systems; one of them is through 398
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the equatorial system, i.e., RA, DEC, which is a widely-used399

method of specifying the positions of celestial objects [17]400

while the other is axis position coordinates represented in the401

setting circle. Because the astronomer often uses equatorial402

coordinates during observation, conversion from the equa-403

torial coordinates into the axis position coordinates became404

necessary to enable the remote observer to point the telescope405

normally. Eqs. 1 and 2 convert the equatorial coordinates (α,406

δ) into horizontal coordinates (φ, ψ); the horizontal coordi-407

nate is a celestial coordinate system that uses the observer’s408

local horizon as the fundamental plane. Then Eqs. 3 and 4409

produce the setting circle positions (j, q) from the horizontal410

coordinates [43].411

φ = tan−1[sinH/(cosH sin0 − tan δ cos0)], (1)412

ψ = sin−1[sin0 sin δ + cos0 cos δ cosH ], (2)413

j = tan−1[sinφ/(cosφ sin0 + tanψ cos0)], (3)414

q = sin−1[sin0 sinψ − cos0 cosψ cosφ], (4)415

where α, δ, φ, and ψ are the RA, DEC, azimuth, and altitude,416

respectively, while 0 is the telescope latitude. H is the hour417

angle which is a time relation with the RA and calculated418

from Eqs. 5 and 6 using the local sidereal time (β), the current419

Julian day (JD), and the telescope longitude (L) [43].420

H = β − α. (5)421

β = [(JD− 2451545)/36525]+ L, (6)422

where the numbers; 2451545 and 36525 are the JD corre-423

sponding to the date of Jan 2000 and the number of days of a424

century respectively.425

Now, the pointing challenge is achieved; however, the426

observer needs to get a mount position in equatorial form.427

Therefore, Eqs. 7 and 8 convert the axis position coordinates428

into the horizontal coordinates then the equatorial coordinates429

are calculated from the previous Eq. 3 and 4 to get (H , δ).430

After that, Eqs. 5 and 6 produce the RA (α) [43].431

φ = tan−1[sin j/(cos j sin0 − tan q cos0)]. (7)432

ψ = sin−1[sin0 sin q+ cos0 cos q cos j]. (8)433

The telescope is permanently located at its dome at the434

Kottamia observatory, meaning that the alignment process435

is performed once by an expert [7]. Meanwhile, during436

remote observation, the observer may recall the last align-437

ment correction. However, excessive motion during point-438

ing may produce tiny pointing errors from mechanical parts439

and coupling. Therefore, designing an advanced option for440

remote alignment and correction is essential. The pointing441

correction starts with pointing the telescope into two bright442

stars and then center them in the frame remotely. Equatorial443

coordinates, time of pointing, and the axis position coordi-444

nates will be stored after the star centering process is fin-445

ished. The modified correction procedure will convert these446

axis position coordinates into the horizontal coordinates.447

By applying a set of transformation equations, the alignment448

correction is achieved, and the accuracy of pointing will be449

enhanced sharply [44]. TheMentioned stored coordinates are 450

performed in Eqs. 9 and 10 to calculate parameters l2, m2, 451

n3, L1, M1, and N1, after that the same two equations will 452

be applied for the second star to calculate l2,m2, n2, L2,M2, 453

and N2. By making use of all calculated values, l3, m3, n3, 454

L3, M3, and N3 will be the output from Eqs. 11 - 14 then T 455

is estimated as in Eq. 15. 456 l1m1
n1

 =
cosψ1 cosφ1
cosψ1 sinφ1

sinψ1

 . (9) 457

L1M1
N1

 =
cos δ1 cosα1− k(t1− t0)
cos δ1 sinα1− k(t1− t0)

sin δ1

 , (10) 458

where t1 and t0 are the first stars of observing time and 459

the initial time of starting observation for remote alignment, 460

respectively; meanwhile, k is a constant with a value of 461

1.002738. 462 l3m3
n3

 = 1
√
Z

m1 n1− n1 m2n1 l2− l1 n2
l1 m2− m1 l2

 . (11) 463

Z = (m1 n1− n1 m2)2 + (n1 l2− l1 n2)2 464

+(l1 m2− m1 l2)2. (12) 465L3M3
N3

 = 1
√
Y

M1 N1− N1 M2
N1 L2− L1 N2
L1 M2−M1 L2

 . (13) 466

Y = (M1 N1− N1 M2)2 + (N1 L2− L1 N2)2 467

+(L1 M2−M1 L2)2. (14) 468

[
T
]
=

 l1 l2 l3
m1 m2 m3
n1 n2 n3

L1 L2 L3
M1 M2 M3
N1 N2 N3

−1 . 469

(15) 470

Now that, suppose the the remote observer will point the 471

telescope to a sky object with equatorial coordinates of δ and 472

α at time t , the parameters L, M , and N will be obtained 473

from Eq. 16, then Eq. 17 will give the output of l, m, and n. 474

Finally, the horizontal coordinates of the acquired sky object 475

are calculated from Eqs. 18 and 19. 476LM
N

 =
cos δ cosα − k(t − t0)
cos δ sinα − k(t − t0)

sin δ

 . (16) 477

 lm
n

 = T

LM
N

 . (17) 478

φ = tan−1(m/l). (18) 479

ψ = sin−1 (n). (19) 480

Eventually, the authors integrated the data of HC commu- 481

nication protocol with the extracted packets using reverse 482

engineering to create a custom computer program for the tele- 483

scope. This interface access all aspects of mount functions, 484

including home position setting, last alignment process, and 485

remote pointing correction. 486
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TABLE 4. Focus controller communication.

B. FOCUS SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT487

Indisputably, the focus significantly affects the quality of the488

astronomical observations, therefore it should be performed489

precisely [45]. As described before, the more risky part of the490

previous focus mechanism is that it has no physical feedback491

as it has been designed for human intervention operations.492

Therefore, the observer should have adequate experience to493

detect the limits in the two directions of the focus motion.494

Furthermore, it restricts the focus range with an estimated495

range regardless of the real focus range available despite the496

long travel necessary for observing [46].497

The proposed integrated control system has been designed498

based on a ULN2003A driver for the stepper motor combined499

with an Arduino controller. Arduino is a re-programmable500

open-source micro-controller, an inexpensive computing501

platform that creates an interactive environment with devices502

and sensors [47]. Moreover, it is efficient in practical imple-503

mentation, particularly in robotic projects [48]. This modified504

control system provides manual and computerized operation505

with LCD for focus position monitoring. Moreover, physical506

feedback is implemented via three limit switches relevant to507

mirror motion. Table 4 illustrates the configuration of the508

controller pins and their functions to adjust the focus remotely509

with adequate accuracy and safely via a graphical interface510

that gives all information about the position and switches. The511

control system in the architecture shown in Fig. 3 manages all512

switches, the LCD, and the wireless communication. It pro-513

vides a programmed switching sequence to the stepper motor514

driver. The focus controller communicates wireless with the515

central control unit to avoid slipping cables out from their516

connector after repeated movement of the telescope [49].517

It has been established using a 433MHz wireless serial radio518

frequency (RF) module that based on the Universal Asyn-519

chronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) technology.520

C. DOME AUTOMATION521

The dome rotation was driven manually through push buttons522

without digital feedback; nevertheless, the shutter’s power523

FIGURE 3. Implemented focus control unit.

feeding exhibited the most challenging issue. The electric 524

source is fixed at the concrete wall that carries the dome; 525

meanwhile, the shutters are rotated with the dome. So that the 526

observer has to connect its cables manually to the nearest out- 527

let in the wall to power the dome slit; after that, he opens the 528

shutters completely, then plugs the cables off to start observa- 529

tion and repeats this sequence after finishing the observation. 530

As a result, the dome automation starts with designing an 531

electric mechanism that feeds the shutters automatically. 532

Standard solutions for supplying rotated objects with elec- 533

tric power from a fixed electric source are represented in two 534

techniques. The first is a complete solar cell system with a 535

battery mounted above the dome from outside with wireless 536

communication for signals [49]. Another solution is a set of 537

circular electric conductor bars named slip rings mechanism 538

with carbon brushes that transfer power to the shutters where 539

signals are transferred through wires [50]. These two tradi- 540

tional solutions are not affordable, need excessive mainte- 541

nance, and are risky. So that our modified technique takes 542

part of the second solution based on the electric conductor as 543

indicated in Fig. 4; however, it is inexpensive and prevents 544

any risk probability. It comprises two platforms; one is fixed 545

and has the electric source, while the other is rotated with the 546

dome body. Fig. 4(a) depicts the power platform construc- 547

tion where the fixed one includes a spring at its base point 548

for smooth contact and flexibility. It also contains a limit 549

switch to determine the dome’s home position. Meanwhile, 550

the rotated one is routed directly to the shutters unit and 551

isolated perfectly. 552

The technique concept is shown in Fig. 4(b); at the dome’s 553

home position determined by a limit switch, the two platforms 554

are aligned together and contacted. In case of the need to 555

handle the shutters manually, the observer can use one bush 556

button, which will rotate the dome to its home position to 557

transfer power to the shutters. After the open process is 558

completed, the power is switched off automatically, and this 559

procedure is repeated when the observation is finished. After 560

that and based on the Arduino controller, a control system has 561

been implemented for the remote operation of dome rotation 562

and shutters units. Moreover, there is a wireless HC for 563

in-site observation and attended maintenance. A sample from 564

control units designed and implemented for the observatory 565

appears in Fig. 5 relative to the shutters. Fig. 5(a) shows the 566
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FIGURE 4. Electric power platform for feeding the shutters.

internal connection of the controller embedded circuit where567

the controller itself is fixed on the back side of the main568

card. In order to insulate the controller from the high current569

of motors, an intermediate control circuit has been designed570

based on switching relays as Fig. 5(b) presents. Since the571

dome is represented the core of an astronomical observatory,572

its remote control system should be robust with a conve-573

nient response to provide reliability, and safe [51]. The dome574

position, named dome azimuth (ϕ), is monitored through575

an incremental encoder installed on the rotating dome, and576

its position is calculated by converting digital pulses of the577

encoder into angular values as in Eq. 20.578

ϕ =
360 ∗ (number of applied pulses)

(total pulses per one revolution of the dome)
. (20)579

Dome synchronization is a crucial process in observation; it580

means positioning the dome slit at a specific angular point581

alignedwith the telescope’s optical axis to provide sight to the582

sky [52]. Auspiciously, our telescope mounts support base is583

established at the center of the dome; subsequently, the ϕ is584

equal to the telescope azimuth (φ), referring to Eq. 21 [53].585

ϕ = φ + sin−1 (
d ∗ sin (φ − 255)

R
), (21)586

where R is the dome diameter, and d is the shift between587

the dome and telescope mount centers. Nevertheless, with588

time, an accumulated error will produce a slight shift in589

synchronization as a reason for mechanical coupling. There-590

fore, the control system automatically senses four limit591

switches around the dome diameter to correct this error592

and accurately maintain the dome slit synchronized with the593

telescope.594

In order to guarantee extra protection against any occa-595

sional fault during remote observation, mechanical limit596

switches detect complete closing and opening. In addition,597

a time interval restricts each motion in the dome; if the time598

exceeds, the controller gives a remote alarm and stops the599

motor to avoid any damage.600

FIGURE 5. Shutters control unit.

D. CCD CAMERA PROCESSING 601

STX-16803-SBIG CCD camera is used in our developed 602

observing platform; it has a USB and Ethernet connection. 603

Besides, the SBIG FW7-STX filter wheel is equipped with 604

the camera via the I2C protocol. The hypertext transfer pro- 605

tocol (HTTP) allows the STX camera to be accessed across 606

various PC platforms without any special driver requirements 607

using a commands in [54]. Based on this document, the 608

authors have created a GUI interface that provides all avail- 609

able aspects controlling the STX. The observer can take a 610

scientific or guiding image and get information about the 611

camera and filter wheel. The acquired images are compressed 612

and sent to the remote observer. In addition, he can change 613

the image header parameters, such as the observer and object 614

names. 615

E. CONTROL SYSTEM OVERALL LAYOUT AND 616

COMMUNICATION 617

Fig. 6 depicts a schematic diagram for the overall system 618

of the 14-inch observatory. The remote observer commu- 619

nicates the dome server via a peer-to-peer (P2P) socket- 620

based TCP-IP protocol. The P2P is a network communication 621

architecture currently considered an efficient technique for 622

allowing data transmission between custom software [55]. 623

A router with a subscriber identification module (SIM) pro- 624

vides the observatory with the internet. This SIM includes a 625

real IP address to enable access from all over the world. The 626

dome server is a personal computer (PC) installed inside the 627

dome and connected directly with all the observatory devices 628

through three communication protocols, RS-232 protocol for 629

the telescope and USB for both dome units master and focus 630

system. Meanwhile, the SBIG and monitoring cameras are 631

connected via the ETHERNET protocol. The monitoring 632

cameras consist of two movable web cameras with infrared 633

(IR) to quickly check the dome and devices inside the obser- 634

vatory as it is necessary for remote observation [52]. 635

It is evident that occupying all PC ports reduces the effi- 636

ciency of operation; thus, the master unit handles all dome 637
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FIGURE 6. Observing control system block diagram.

control units wireless via RF. This modified master control638

unit handles commands and responses between the server639

and all dome instruments, such as dome rotation, shutters,640

wireless HC for inside dome operation, a switching control641

unit to enable remote switching of all devices on/off, and a642

weather station. The design of these units is similar to the643

shutters unit based on the Arduino controller and embedded644

systems. Since the weather information significantly impacts645

the observatory protection [36], a weather station named646

Davis Vantage pro2 [56] has been utilized. It has two ways647

to access information; one is through commercial software;648

another is via a serial communication protocol based on raw649

packets, which our interface depends on it [57]. In addition,650

another customweather station based on sensors for tempera-651

ture, humidity, wind speed, and rainfall has been designed and652

inserted as a backup in case of failure to avoid any weather653

damage [58]. Data transmission between the dome server654

and the other control units concerning the dome is based on655

the dome master unit. It receives data dome from the dome656

server and then sends it to the appropriate unit and transmits657

responses to the dome server. The communication procedure658

has been designed to guarantee the proper transfer of data659

between themaster controller and other control units. As each660

unit has a specific ID, the master ID is MD, RD for dome661

rotation, WD for the weather station, HD for wireless HC,662

PR for the switching power unit, and SD for shutters unit. The663

message packet format is described in a specific sequence:664

message source, message destination, message data, message665

length, and message response. For instant, if the observer666

needs to rotate the dome in the right direction, the dome667

master command will be ‘‘MD, RD, RDR, 3, ACK,’’. RDR668

means rotate the dome in the right direction, and ACK refers669

to the response type that does not contain information with670

the response ‘‘RD, MD, OK, 3, ACK’’. Meanwhile, if the 671

command is to get information such as getting dome azimuth, 672

the packet will be ‘‘MD, RD, GDZ, 3, INF’’ with the response 673

of ‘‘RD, MD, 90, 2, INF’’, as apparent the dome azimuth is 674

90 with a length of two characters. 675

F. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE (GUI) 676

The interaction design of GUI in this research relies heav- 677

ily on written computer programs to avoid any restrictions 678

related to the individual software of devices. Designing 679

and implementing a custom GUI provides access methods 680

for modification, keyboard shortcuts definition, and design 681

interaction window for user [2]. The GUI application of 682

the 14-inch CGE observatory is a single window covering 683

all requirements for remote astronomical observing. It also 684

exhibits visibility for the whole system with a fast display 685

for the status of attached devices. Furthermore, it has an out- 686

standing efficiency in making appropriate decisions in case of 687

risk, such as closing the shutters automatically during lousy 688

weather. Moreover, each motion in the observatory has a 689

physical limit and time restriction, and if a motion exceeds its 690

normal time, the system will detect a fault. This time limit is 691

essential to protect motors andmechanical parts from damage 692

in case of the failure of the limit switches. The GUI includes 693

several modes of operation, such as remote and onsite, beside 694

an engineering mode in order to overcome technical faults 695

remotely. In the engineer mode, the remote technician could 696

set and check critical parameters in case of technical tests, 697

debugging and fault diagnosis. The remote technician has a 698

significant facility for violating system limits and directly 699

commanding the ports. 700

The GUI structure is eleven tabs, as shown in Fig. 7, 701

which displays a screenshot from the GUI; each tab displays 702

current information about the instrument besides a facility for 703

controlling it. Primarily, this figure focuses on two essential 704

tabs, a telescope pointing window and a soft buttons for the 705

dome. The telescope tab depicts the local and the world time; 706

moreover, it includes a catalog for some sky objects where the 707

observer has a facility to select from them or enter another 708

object’s coordinates. After selecting, all transformation and 709

information of the object will be displayed before point- 710

ing. The soft buttons tab shows necessary information about 711

the dome position and direction, shutters status and current 712

weather station information. Furthermore, It displays a soft 713

buttons with a full capability to control the dome rotation, 714

shutters, switching devices and lights besides an emergency 715

stop button. 716

IV. ADVANCED SIMULATION STUDY OF THE 14-INCH 717

TELESCOPE FOR ENHANCING ITS PERFORMANCE 718

A. TELESCOPE MODEL OF 14-INCH TELESCOPE 719

The dynamical model of the telescope is represented in some 720

differential equations with a nonlinear coupled type that 721

includes a varying inertia term (M ), Coriolis and centrifu- 722

gal term (C), and gravity term (G). The (G) term tends to 723
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FIGURE 7. GUI screenshot of 14-inch telescope for remote observing.

zero in the case of an accurately balanced telescope and a724

frictional term (N ). It has been designed upon an assumption725

of ignoring the friction at the telescope joints as in Eqs. 22,726

and 23 [22].727

M (θ )θ̈ + C(θ, θ̇ )+ G(θ ) = τ, (22)728

M (θ )θ̈ + N (θ, θ̇ )+ τd = τ, (23)729

where θ , θ̇ , and θ̈ are respectively the joint angular term of730

position, velocity, and acceleration. Meanwhile, τ is the input731

joint torque, and τd is the disturbance torque. The telescope732

model includes two main input torques τ1 and τ2 in two733

directions, RA and DEC, with two angular positions θ1 and734

θ2 in the output as shown in Eq. 24. Equations of inertia735

matrix, Coriolis and centrifugal torque, and the Gravity term736

are described in detail in [22].737

θ =

[
θ1
θ2

]
, θ̇ =

[
θ̇1
θ̇2

]
, θ̈ =

[
θ̈1
θ̈2

]
. (24)738

The 14-inch telescope model is a coupled system; therefore,739

it has decoupled by inserting a compensator, and as a result,740

a decoupled system can be thought of as a collection of741

autonomous single variable systems to produce a linear sys-742

tem for enabling different controllers to be used in controlling743

the telescope response [59]. The entire input torque for the744

telescope’s nonlinear model is made up of a compensator fed745

from two parallel controllers signals, where the state variables746

(θ1, θ2, θ̇1, and θ̇2) are processed by a controller that consists747

of a state feedback compensator and a linear controller [21].748

Authors of [22] have gone over in-depth the equations of the749

compensator.750

The linearized model comprises the nonlinear telescope 751

model and the compensator is depicted in Fig. 8, where 752

U1 and U2 are the controller outputs that will feed the com- 753

pensator; meanwhile, the output of the compensator reveals 754

to the input joint torques. The state variables will be returned 755

to the compensator then the output positions will be the 756

actual feedback signals to the controllers for RA and DEC, 757

respectively. 758

B. PROPOSED ID-T AND TID CONTROLLERS 759

FO concept is based on the expansion of integer order inte- 760

gration and differentiation to a fractional order operator. 761

FO calculus-based controllers such as TID are utilized fre- 762

quently due to their improved capacity to reject disturbances 763

and higher sensitivity to changes in model parameters [60]. 764

TID controller is similar to the PID structure; however, the 765

proportional component is replaced by a tilted component 766

1/s1/n to produce a transfer function described in Eq. 25 [61]. 767

u(t) =
KT
S1/n
+
KI
S
+ KDS, (25) 768

where KI , KD, and KT express the proportion coeffi- 769

cients, integral coefficients, and proportional component tilt 770

gain, respectively. At the same time, n is represented as a 771

fractional-order positive parameter in the range of 1 to 10. 772

Block diagram of the TID controller is shown in Fig. 9 where 773

the coefficients take a direction of feed-forward to ensure ease 774

tuning as well as optimal response approach beside better 775

sensitivity to parametric variations of the system [62]. The 776

input parameter r(t) refers to a reference set value, while 777
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FIGURE 8. Telescope linear model.

FIGURE 9. TID block diagram.

u(t) represents the controller’s output. The error e(t) is the778

estimated difference among r(t) and actual output of a plant779

y(t). On the other hand, ID-T is a modified version of the780

TID, whereas the tilt parameter takes the feedback direction781

as Fig. 10 depicts. Furthermore, a derivative filter is inserted782

in the ID-T controller, which can be set in the range of [1,783

500] [63]. This modified FO controller has been designed784

mainly for the power system-related load frequency control785

issues due to its capability to minimize the Osh time. The dis-786

tinguishing characteristics of the ID-T give a definite predic-787

tion of its efficiency in enhancing the telescope performance.788

The ID-T mathematical design is represented in the transfer789

function appeared in Eq. 26 [31].790

u(t) = (
KI
S
+ KD

NC
1+ NC (1/S)

)e(t)− (
Kt
S1/n

)y(t). (26)791

C. PSO AND PROPOSED POA ALGORITHMS792

Utilized PSO parameters coefficients are illustrated in793

Table 5; however, all mathematical details of PSO are794

described briefly in [64].795

The POA is inspired by the behaviors and living habits of796

a bird named peafowl; their male has extravagant feathers797

and harsh calls and is referred to as peacock; meanwhile, the798

female is called peahens. Mating and food searching are the799

FIGURE 10. ID-T block diagram.

TABLE 5. PSO parameters.

most significant aspects of this type of swarm, in which the 800

POA algorithm is built. 801

Establishing a mathematical model efficiently for a 802

peafowl swarm requires dividing it into three groups, the 803

first is the adult peacock, the second is adult peahens, and 804

the third group is peafowl cubs. In real-world optimization 805

issues, every peafowl is rated according to its fitness value, 806

and initially, there are five solutions, starting with peacock 807

one and ending with peacock five, respectively. Furthermore, 808

the first remainder, 30% of individuals, is classified as adult 809

peahens, while the rest are classified as peafowl cubs. Imme- 810

diately after finding a food source by peacocks, they will 811

rotate around it to show off and attract peahens as a way to 812

mate. The show is represented in tail spreading with dancing 813

behavior, flapping feathers producing attractive sounds, and 814

rotating around peahens that have been approached. 815

Converting peacock behaviors into an appropriate math- 816

ematical model is primarily based on their rotation aspects, 817

leading to their fitness estimation during iterations. Peacocks 818

with a higher fitness mark are more likely to circle the food 819

source with a smaller circle radius, whereas those with a 820

lower fitness value are more likely to spin in site with a 821

broader circle radius. During the whole seeking process, 822

peahens use an approaching mechanism and an adaptive 823

searching to dynamically change their behaviors at various 824

phases. The peacock’s fitness rating indicates the likelihood 825

of attracting a peahen. Peafowl cubs serve as seeking agents, 826

randomly exploring for the best-quality food source in the 827

searching region in a Levy flight distribution, in addition to 828

approaching male peacocks with good food sources with a 829

high fitness value, one of the assumed five peacocks. As a 830

result, the four peacocks will go toward the selected peacock 831

in a random path within 90 degrees of the line between 832

peacock one and the other, as shown in Fig. 11. 833
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Only when the respective peafowls’ fitness is improved,834

their placements are modified and updated immediately after835

executing the above four peafowl behaviors (namely, peacock836

courtship behaviors, peahen adaptive approaching behav-837

iors, peafowl cubs adaptive searching behaviors, and interac-838

tion behaviors among peacocks). Each peacock is impacted839

directly or indirectly by Peacock one, which has the most840

fantastic current fitness value, ensuring POA convergence,841

avoiding early convergence, and settling for a local opti-842

mum. POA will keep the current best solution, and instead843

of remaining motionless, the five mentioned peacocks, which844

represent the current ideal solutions, will hunt throughout the845

surrounding searching space using a rotating dance mech-846

anism. During iterations, peahens are interested in local847

exploitation in the early stage of the iteration and tend to848

elaborate more focus on global exploration in both the mid-849

dle and behind the stage, whereas peafowl cubs perform in850

reverse order, which can successfully complement each other.851

As a result, both local and global explorations are achieved852

throughout the iteration, thereby improving the efficiency853

and quality of the optimization [32]. The fitness evaluation854

is based on the circle radius; the best will circle around the855

source of the food in a smaller radius; however, a larger radius856

in rotation tends to have poor fitness value as represented857

mathematically in Eqs. 27 -32.858

XPc1 = XPc1(t)+ Rs.
Xr1
‖Xr1‖

, (27)859

XPc2 =

1.5.XPc2(t)+ Rs.
Xr2
‖Xr2‖

r2 < 0.9

XPc2(t) otherwise,
(28)860

XPc3 =

2.XPc3(t)+ Rs.
Xr3
‖Xr3‖

r3 < 0.8

XPc3(t) otherwise,
(29)861

XPc4 =

3.XPc4(t)+ Rs.
Xr4
‖Xr4‖

r4 < 0.6

XPc4(t) otherwise,
(30)862

XPc5 =

5.XPc5(t)+ Rs.
Xr5
‖Xr5‖

r5 < 0.3

XPc5(t) otherwise,
(31)863

Xr = 2.rand(1,DIM)− 13, (32)864

where XPci stands for the ith male peacock’s position vector,865

i= 1, 2, . . . , 5; while RS represents the rotation radius during866

circling around; whereas, Xr refers to a random vector. ‖Xr‖867

is the Xr modulus, while Dim is represented the variable’s868

numbers. Besides, the radius of rotation RS is designed to869

dynamically change with iterations, which is estimated as870

RS (t) = RS0 − RS0 − (i/imax)0.01, (33)871

where i and imax represent the current iteration’s number and872

the maximum number of iterations. While Rs0 stands for the873

vector of the radius of initial rotation and is calculated from874

Eq. 34 based on lower bounds (LB) and upper bounds (UB)875

of the unknown parameters. 876

Rs0 = 0.2(UB− LB). (34) 877

The mathematical model that describes behaviors of peahens 878

and the approaching mechanism is represented in 879

XPh =



XPh(t)+ 3.µ.(XPc1 − XPh(t)), 0.6 ≤ r5 ≤ 1
XPh(t)+ 3.µ.(XPc2 − XPh(t)), 0.4 ≤ r5 ≤ 0.6
XPh(t)+ 3.µ.(XPc3 − XPh(t)), 0.2 ≤ r5 ≤ 0.4
XPh(t)+ 3.µ.(XPc4 − XPh(t)), 0.1 ≤ r5 ≤ 0.2
XPh(t)+ 3.µ.(XPc5 − XPh(t)), 0 ≤ r5 ≤ 0.1

, 880

(35) 881

µ = 1.1− (0.1).(i/imax), (36) 882

where r5 is a uniformly distributed random number in a 883

range of [0,1] and XPh represents the peahens position vector. 884

Despite the peacocks having a food source in a specific area, 885

the peafowl cubs in a task as agents are searching randomly 886

for a better food source in the space of searching. This 887

searching is defined as a Levy flight that is described in detail 888

in [65], where each peafowl cub has a specific behavior that 889

modelled as: 890

XSPc =



XPc1(t), 0.8 ≤ r8 ≤ 1
XPc2(t), 0.6 ≤ r8 ≤ 0.8
XPc3(t), 0.4 ≤ r8 ≤ 0.6
XPc4(t), 0.2 ≤ r8 ≤ 0.4
XPc5(t), 0 ≤ r8 ≤ 0.2

, (37) 891

XPcC = XPcC (t)+ γ.Levy(XPc1(t)− XPcC (t)) 892

+σ.(XSPc − XPcC (t)), (38) 893

where r8 refers to a uniformly distributed random number 894

within [0, 1], while XSPc and XPcC denotes the peacock’s 895

position vector and peacock cubs, respectively. γ and σ are 896

coefficient factors that dynamically change during iterations 897

and are calculated as follows: 898

γ = 0.9− (0.5).(i/imax)2. (39) 899

σ = 0.1− (0.9).(i/imax)0.5. (40) 900

Interaction behaviors among peacocks start as peacock one 901

has the best food source. The four remaining peacocks will be 902

motivated to reach it in a random direction within 90 degrees 903

of the line between peacock one and the others as shown in 904

Fig. 11 with a mathematical relation as 905
X1 = XPc1 − XPc2

X2 = Xr6 −
Xr6 ∗ X1
X1 ∗ X1

.X1

XPc2 = XPc2(t)+ µ.X1 + r09.
X2
‖X2‖

,

(41) 906


X3 = XPc1 − XPc3

X4 = Xr7 −
Xr7 ∗ X3
X3 ∗ X3

.X3

XPc3 = XPc3(t)+ µ.X3 + r10.
X4
‖X4‖

,

(42) 907
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FIGURE 11. Mechanism for interactions between different peacocks.

TABLE 6. POA parameters.


X5 = XPc1 − XPc4

X6 = Xr8 −
Xr8 ∗ X5
X5 ∗ X5

.X5

XPc4 = XPc4(t)+ µ.X5 + r11.
X6
‖X6‖

,

(43)908


X7 = XPc1 − XPc5

X8 = Xr9 −
Xr9 ∗ X7
X7 ∗ X7

.X7

XPc5 = XPc5(t)+ µ.X7 + r12.
X8
‖X8‖

,

(44)909

where Xr6 to Xr9 are generated four random vectors get from910

Eq. 32, and r9 to r12 are four uniformly distributed random911

numbers on [0, 1]. The above table exhibits a pseudo-cod912

of the POA equations while Table 6 describes the selected913

parameters for our application regarding POA.914

D. SIMULATION PROCESS915

Fig. 12 illustrates the executed simulation procedure carried916

out upon the telescope model utilizing a hybrid of the ID-T917

controller and POA. The figure shows the architecture of two918

ID-T controllers including ten gains in two directions; RA and919

DEC. Each controller has its own parameters represented in920

the reference position (θref .RA, θref .DEC ), the actual position921

(θRA, θDEC ), and the error (e(θRA), e(θDEC )). Meanwhile,922

the net telescope error in Eq. 45 is utilized as an objective923

function.924

Error = e(θRA)+ e(θDEC ). (45)925

Indeed, the choice of performance criterion is themost critical926

component in improving system performance tominimize the927

error between the desired and actual position angles for RA928

Algorithm 1 POA Algorithm
1: Set POA parameters as Table 6 depicts.
2: Set initial rotation radius (RS0) from Eq. 34 using LB and

UB in Table 7.
3: Initialize position of peafowl population.
4: Assign roles based on fitness function in Eq. 45.
5: FOR i := 1 to imax ,
6: update µ, γ , and σ via Eqs. 36, 39, and 40 respectively.
7: Evaluate XPc1, XPc2, XPc3, XPc4, and XPc5 from Eqs. 27

-32.
8: FOR k := 1 to 5,
9: Inspect and correct XPci to be within a correct range.
10: IF XPci fitness is better than XPci(t).
11: XPci(t + 1) = XPci.
12: END IF.
13: END FOR.
14: FOR j := 1 to number of peahens,
15: Calculate XPh using Eq. 35.
16: Inspect and correct XPh to be within a correct range.
17: IF XPh fitness is better than XPh(t) fitness,
18: XPh(t + 1) = XPh.
19: END IF.
20: END FOR.
21: FOR j := 1 to number of peafowl cub,
22: Estimate XSPc using Eq. 37.
23: Calculate XPcC using Eq. 38.
24: Inspect and correct XPcC to be within a correct range.
25: IF XPcC fitness is better than XPcC (t) fitness,
26: XPcC (t + 1) = XPcC .
27: END IF.
28: END FOR.
29: Evaluate XPc2, XPc3, XPc4, and XPc5 from Eqs. 41 -44
30: FOR i := 2 to 5,
31: inspect and correct XPci to be within a correct range.
32: IF XPci fitness is better than XPci(t + 1) fitness,
33: XPci(t + 1) = XPci.
34: END IF.
35: END FOR.
36: Based on fitness reassign roles.
37: END FOR.

and DECwith achieving the best performance characteristics. 929

Therefore, and because of its benefits in reducing settling 930

time, the integral time absolute error (ITAE) is used as a 931

performance criterion; meanwhile, the integral time square 932

error (ITSE) based control structure generates a large output 933

signal in response to an unexpected change in the reference 934

signal [66]. Furthermore, the ITAE produces less overshoot 935

and oscillations than the integral-of-the-absolute error (IAE) 936

and integral-of-the-square error (ISE). The applied ITAE 937

objective function in Eq. 46 is to achieve the optimal con- 938

troller parameters for optimizing the fundamental telescope 939

characteristics like maximum Osh, Rs and Ts [67]. 940

ITAE =
∫
∞

0
|e(t)|d(t). (46) 941
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FIGURE 12. Block diagram of the telescope model including the ID-T controller based POA.

TABLE 7. Unknown parameters range.

The gains limits of TID and ID-T controllers are established942

and determined classically as in Table 7 through extensive943

trial and error procedures based on a suggested tuning pro-944

cedure in [68] and [69]. In the beginning, KI and KD are set945

to zero, whereas KT is increased until reaching the minimum946

steady-state oscillation. After that, KD is changed until the947

overshoot vanishes, while KI is adjusted around zero until948

reaching a minimum rise time without any overshoot. Con-949

cerning n andNC , they are limited, as mentioned before, from950

[0 10] and [0 500], respectively; however, it has been found951

empirically that the minimum limit of NC is 100 has achieved952

considered performance. These values will be the boundary953

conditions for optimization for both PSO and POA.954

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS955

An overall view of the 14-inch observatory is shown in956

Fig. 13 represented in the telescope, which is considered the957

core of observation attached by the SBIG camera, the filter 958

wheel, and the focus motor. The figure also reveals the dome 959

rotation unit; it comprises a controller cabinet provided by 960

bush buttons and an emergency stop for in-site operation. The 961

controller box, which is responsible for the dome rotation and 962

transfers power to the shutters unit, is fixed on the left of the 963

control cabinet. Moreover, the box on the right side comprises 964

a three-phase inverter drive to adjust the rotation speed. All 965

mentioned units are connected together in a wire form; mean- 966

while, they communicate with the server PC wireless. 967

A sky’s brightest star named Pollux in Fig. 14 has been 968

observed remotely using the modified CGE control system; 969

however, it has a shift, as shown in Fig. 14(a). By applying 970

the procedure of remote pointing correction, the star has been 971

approximately centered in the middle of the frame, as repre- 972

sented in Fig. 14(a). 973

Adjusting the focus of sky objects is essential to pro- 974

vide an adequate resolution; therefore, Fig. 15 confirms 975

how the observer can focus celestial images remotely. 976

Fig. 15(a) shows an observed frame with unfocused stars 977

that appear stretched. Meanwhile, Fig. 15(b) reveals better 978

resolution-focused stars with less size and higher quality. 979

Concerning the issue of dome automation cost, including 980

control unit, software, and weather monitoring, the study 981
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FIGURE 13. The 14-inch CGE telescope with attached devices and dome
rotation control unit.

FIGURE 14. Observed Pollux star with automatic remotely centering using
coordinates transformation procedure.

FIGURE 15. Observed sky image before and after the remotely focusing
adjustment.

in [19] has mentioned two commercial companies shown982

in the bar chart in Fig. 16. One of them is Diffraction983

Limited (DL), with a budget of $10850, while the other is984

Explore Dome (ED) is $8222; meanwhile, there is a third985

company named Astronomical consultants and equipment986

(ACE) which automates astronomical domes for a price of987

$6000. In addition, authors in [19] have performed a theoret-988

ical estimation for the dome automation budget with $1500.989

Indisputably, the dome automation cost based on companies990

is so expensive compared with our implemented platform,991

which evaluated at $500 under the name of CGE.992

Regarding the simulation section, the data in Tables 8, 9993

and 10 depict the results that have been employed with the994

MATLAB 2019a platform in an Intel core TM i7- 6500U995

FIGURE 16. Dome automation cost in American dollars for commercial
companies and past research.

CPU, 8 GB RAM Laptop. The telescope system is built with 996

MATLAB-SIMULINK, whereas POA and PSO codes are 997

implemented in m files interfacing with the Simulink tele- 998

scope model to optimize the process. Tables 8 and 9 show the 999

coefficients optimized values of the TID and ID-T controllers, 1000

which have been obtained based on POA, PSO, and classical 1001

tuning. These values have resulted in the best performance of 1002

the telescope system by minimizing the times of settling and 1003

rising beside removing oscillations, as Table 10 reveals. The 1004

proposed ID-T controller optimized by POA has produced 1005

values as 0.1099 and 0.2050 seconds for Rs and Ts in the RA 1006

direction. The ID-T tuned by PSO has followed it with a little 1007

difference in the longer time for rising and settling. Although 1008

the TID output has small values as 0.0614 and 0.1796 seconds 1009

for Rs and Ts in the same direction, it is inconvenient due to 1010

the produced Osh as of 2.7568 and 5.4947 seconds in POA 1011

and PSO, respectively. Meanwhile, classical tuning for both 1012

controllers has produced poor performance, particularly in Rs 1013

which reached 2.0512 and 1.3137 seconds in TID and ID-T. 1014

Fig. 17 depicts the performance investigation of the tele- 1015

scope position and velocity responses in the RA direction 1016

with a reference angle position is 50 degrees. It is observed 1017

from Fig. 17(a) that the characteristics achieved by the ID-T 1018

controller are better than the TID. On the other hand, the TID 1019

controller performance has produced an Osh by executing 1020

both algorithms POA and PSO; however, the Osh is less 1021

in the case of POA. Regarding classical tuning for the two 1022

controllers, although the Osh is zero, the consumed time to 1023

track the desired position with stability is long. 1024

Simulation results concerning the variations of the velocity 1025

in the arms of RA are revealed in Fig. 17(b). The figure illus- 1026

trates that the velocity generally tends zero immediately after 1027

reaching the desired position. The consumed time in the case 1028

of the TID-based PSO and POA is short; however, it generates 1029

some oscillations due to the Osh produced before stability. 1030
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FIGURE 17. RA responses. (a): Position. (b): Velocity.

FIGURE 18. Bar chart comparing the performance of utilized controllers
in terms of Rs and Ts in RA direction.

In contrast, the ID-T optimized via POA has tended to zero1031

fast to achieve a stable performance without any oscillations,1032

FIGURE 19. Bar chart comparing the performance of utilized controllers
according to Osh in RA direction.

followed by the ID-T-based PSO. Both controllers consume 1033

a long time for stability without oscillations, in the case of 1034

classical tuning. 1035

The bar chart in Fig. 18 compares the characteristics 1036

and performance of the different utilized controllers-based 1037

optimization in the RA direction. It is apparent from the 1038
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FIGURE 20. DEC responses. (a):Position. (b): Velocity.

TABLE 8. TID gains.

TABLE 9. ID-T gains.

figure that Rs and Ts in the TID are always smaller than1039

ID-T except in classical tuning. However, the TID often1040

produces an Osh except during classical tuning, and it is1041

a significant obstacle in observation other than the ID-T,1042

which produces zero Osh persistently, as shown in Fig. 19. 1043

In conclusion, the proposed ID-T controller-based POA has 1044

exhibited an appropriate enhancement for the 14-inch CGE 1045

telescope. 1046
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TABLE 10. Performance results.

The simulation results of the DEC direction are shown in1047

Fig. 20 with a reference position of 30 degrees. The position1048

and velocity responses are approximately similar to the RA1049

direction within a bit of change.1050

VI. CONCLUSION1051

This study furnishes a practical and low-cost complete control1052

system for real-time remote astronomical observation; it is1053

applicable for small andmedium-size telescopes and has been1054

implemented upon the Egyptian 14-inch telescope. This type1055

of observation enables astronomers worldwide to expose sky1056

images remotely for either interaction or robotic operation by1057

executing a series of sequences besides the onsite operation.1058

It will increase international cooperation, simplify astron-1059

omy education, reduce the stress of the telescope setting1060

and eliminate traveling efforts. Moreover, despite no physical1061

attendance required, the system is robust enough to protect its1062

equipment and attached deviceswith self-interruption options1063

in case of risk. The construction of this platform is based1064

on raw packet commands among devices and controllers,1065

which exponentially minimize time consumption in task exe-1066

cution. All electronics, embedded circuits, and sensors are1067

built locally to dispense with commercial automation kits,1068

which are custom-made and expensive. A remote server-1069

client environment has been created via a socket with TCP-IP1070

protocol which provides high performance and adequate1071

security level. The GUI is entirely written in Visual basic1072

under a windows environment regardless any commercial1073

software to be affordable with modification capability. It is1074

not only covering all observing features and aspects but also1075

provides complete monitoring for the whole system precisely.1076

It is affordable and applicable for other observing systems1077

without custom requirements, and this is considered the1078

most significant advantage compared with previous studies1079

regarding robotizing astronomical telescopes. Furthermore,1080

the advanced calculations in coordinates conversion have1081

eliminated the telescope stress in alignment, which require1082

more experience. Finally, it is a complete integrated system1083

where the user does not need to use commercial software1084

to point the telescope, expose sky objects, view fit images,1085

or communicate to the server computer. The cost is signifi-1086

cantly affordable compared with commercial kits and other1087

studies. Regarding the telescope performance enhancement,1088

a modified fractional controller ID-T has been employed for1089

the non-linear telescope model to overcome the conventional1090

controller’s shortage. An advanced optimization algorithm1091

POA has tuned this proposed controller to enhance the tele- 1092

scope stability significantly in terms of overshoot, rising, and 1093

settling times. This hybrid technique represented in ID-T 1094

optimized POA has achieved stability more than twice the 1095

best of previous studies, particularly in FLC-PSO. Simulation 1096

results refer to the poorness of the TID controller in dimin- 1097

ishing the overshoot and prove how the POA produces more 1098

accurate results than PSO in our case study. 1099

For future work, it is intended to enhance the telescope 1100

pointing efficiency through advanced image processing tech- 1101

niques involving artificial intelligence keeping the observed 1102

sky object inside the frame center. It is based on a continuous 1103

comparison between the observed and standard images in the 1104

catalogs for the same target. The decision toward the best 1105

pointing is based on the distribution of the stars surrounding 1106

the observed target. In addition, simulation results and output 1107

performance of the applied controller are pretty encouraging 1108

to be applied experimentally in the future to adapt the remote 1109

operation to introduce an intelligent product for observing 1110

remotely. 1111
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